
LexisNexis® Concordance® Native Viewer  
Gain greater insight into the context of a document 
and avoid costly processing fees

Time and cost savings are yours with Concordance® Native 

Viewer—review native documents and images within a 

Concordance database and process only those documents 

that are relevant.

Concordance Native Viewer allows users to identify key 

documents sooner to avoid costly processing fees: 
     •  Review documents in their original format for better  

contextual understanding 

     •  Make redactions against the native view of the documents

     • Produce TIFF or PDF documents in color or grayscale

An easy-to-use interface and markup tools accelerate the review 

process, letting you view markup history as well as document 

and image information without having to switch back to 

Concordance. And when you’re ready to assemble a database, 

produce only the most relevant documents, the ones you 

need and nothing extraneous, so you can keep costs down.

Concordance® Native Viewer from LexisNexis®. Seamlessly integrates  
with Concordance® discovery management software.

Now you can have all the features you require:
     •  Near-Native Review—Review documents in their 

original format for better contextual understanding 
before costly processing

     •  Native Document Redaction—Redact against  
the native view of the document, TIFF images or  
PDF documents

     •  Advanced Production Model—Save production 
settings for future use, ensuring consistency and 
enabling faster setup for new cases

     •  Bulk Printing—Simultaneously print multiple sections, 
printing hard copies as quickly as possible

     •  Color Productions—Output to color for greater  
visual impact

     •  Silent Install—Install Concordance Native Viewer 
on multiple workstations from one location

     •  New! Sticky Zoom and Sticky Rotate settings—

Change scanned spreadsheets to landscape at the 

desired magnification, and retain that view even 

when you navigate between records.



Experience accelerated document review 
with Concordance Native Viewer
     •  Provides context and show intent, uncovering potential 

evidence in hidden metadata—valuable information  
that may not be displayed when converted in images or 
TIFF documents.

     •  Less review to understand the context of a document, 
allowing you to gain perspective without opening each 
document and then gain insight into Track Changes,  
formulas, speaker notes, etc.

     •  Review documents in their native format, helping save 

you time and money by processing only the files that are  

relevant for production.

Concordance Native Viewer offers simplified 
steps that allow you to review, redact and 
produce documents and images
Starting with the user interface, the all-new functionality is 

extremely intuitive for navigating options and performing tasks. 

Effective tools streamline work as you:

1.  Convert and view existing Concordance image versions or, 
for new cases, simply open Concordance, open a database 
and go to work.

2.  Review and annotate native documents and images with 

handy markup tools:

         •  Enjoy more control over input copy for multi-line banners 
with headers and footers that allow for half a page of text, 
with 10 lines per area

         •  Place your personal stamp with 20 percent transparency  
watermarks across all produced and printed documents

         •  Four default markup stamps are included, with 20 available 
for you to configure and apply to any image or document 



3.  View Concordance field data without having to switch to Concordance.

4.  Track document markups that have been added or removed.  

View by user, date and what was done to the document.

5. Produce PDF or TIFF files in color or grayscale.

6.  Print multiple records with options for  
separator and data synopsis sheets.

For more information about how Concordance Native Viewer can help  

you identify key documents sooner to avoid costly processing fees, visit  

www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-concordancenativeviewer
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System Requirements
     • Pentium® 300 MHz or higher processor 
     • 128 MB RAM 
     • 50 MB available hard disk space 
     • 800 x 600 display, 256 colors 
     • Appropriate language packs installed 

     •  Computer should also meet the suggested requirements 
needed for the operating system being used

     •  Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional/Windows 7/ 
Windows Server 2003/Windows Server 2008 SP2/ 
Windows Server 2008 R2 operating system
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